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Project Vision and Goals
Lidar Processing
Modeling in X3D
Video Integration
Collaboration Environment

Central Research Question:
How can an immersive geographic virtual
environment assist in the interpretation, analysis,
and understanding of specific, local events?

The Test-Bed: UCSB Campus
•

Answer research questions via a Test-Bed of a
site similar to those of interest.
– Urban or suburban
– Multimodal transport

•

•
•

Assume inputs where global information is
available (e.g., elevation & imagery)
Augmented with local, prepared geodata
And data that can be gathered on-the-fly and
processed automatically

Extent of aerial lidar scan used in the study.

Cameras and traffic from Xu et al. (2010).

Guiding Question:

Why (or when) 3D?
• Successes
– Game Industry (US $20B per year)
• First Person Shooters
– Call of Duty: Black Ops -$360M on the
first day

• Role Playing Games
– World of Warcraft - $1B per year

– Flight and Battle Simulators
– Google Earth

• Failures

•

– 3D avatar chat
– CNN’s election-night tech showcases
– Street view (?)
Compare Digitally Mediated
Communication:
–

Texting, Email, Telephone, Videoconference

Immersive Geographic
Virtual Environments
• Virtual: Computer generated; 3D & Time
• Immersive: Multiple Psychologies of Space (Montello, 1993)
–
–
–
–

Figural
Vista
Environmental
Geographical

• Representing Environmental (or Geographical) spaces as
Figural (or Vista) Objects while retaining some of the
cognitive elements of each. (Which? How?)
• Emphasis on representing places in a model that can be
used as an object or experienced as a place.

Google Earth
Why?
• Free client that’s widely
distributed
• Reasonably intuitive user
interface
• Supplied backdrops and easy
overlays

Why not?
• Interface is a virtual figural object
representing a geographical space
– Prefer figural / vista representation
of an environmental space

• No control over interface
• Poor interaction with data
• Great for simple visualization, poor
for analysis

Choosing A Platform for
Geographic Virtual Environments
•

Google Earth is ubiquitous, has plentiful ancillary data, and reasonably good
visualization
–
–

•

ESRI
–

•

Efficient graphical language
Limitations in multimedia (sound, movie)

Game engines offer excellent visuals & navigation, rich interaction, and full
customizability
–
–

•

Integration with other elements not so good

VTK (Visualization Toolkit)
–
–

•

Improvements to ArcGIS 10 Scene and Globe packages. COLLADA is now supported.

– Easy to integrate data, more difficult to customize and create “worlds”
CityGML is geography aware
–

•

Ground navigation is poor, and it is difficult to modify the terrain and otherwise customize
(i.e., the strength of GE can also be a weakness).
Plenty of other virtual globe projects, but with mostly the same issues

Unity & Torque are popular choices, and the classic Unreal game engine supports COLLADA
Very poor geographic support

X3D & COLLADA…

Model Languages
Goals
• Open source
• Wide community support
• Good documentation

COLLADA

X3D

• Proposed by Sony, managed by
Khronos Group
• Interchange format

• Successor of VRML
• Backed by Web3D Consortium
• Strong support from Naval
Postgraduate School
• Emphasis on full scene creation &
storage
• Geospatial component (successor
to GeoVRML)
• X3D-Earth

– .dae (digital asset exchange)

• Supported in Google Earth,
SketchUp
• Nominal geospatial component

X3D  COLLADA
• Both are overlapping, open-source
technologies to simplify construction of 3D
objects and scenes
• In practice, even translations between these
formats is mediocre
• Gaming engines favor COLLADA, as does
Google Earth, but many other 3D browsers
favor X3D and VRML.

X3D Browsers
Xj3D
•
•
•

Java, runs everywhere
Implements most X3D
Navigation and device support is poor

InstantReality’s Instant Player
•
•
•

Best Geospatial Component support
Best Navigation (Game / GeoExamine)
Renders well above and on surface
– GeoOrigin Implementation

BitManagement Contact
•
•
•
•

http://migrate.bitmanagement.com/demos/demos.en.html

Poor on-ground visualization (jitter)
Incomplete implementation of Geospatial Component
Good device support, immersion, stereo vision
Supports X3D, COLLADA, CityGML

Data Processing for Lidar and Video
in Matlab
Lidar
• Aerial & Terrestrial
– Developed & Improved Matlab / Lidar
Functions

• Segmentation
– Ground / Vegetation / Buildings
– Implemented parsing and processing
algorithms

• Object Construction
– Surface Model
– Vegetation
– Building Models

• Video
– Dr. Manjunath’s project
features >29 operational (Oct
2010) cameras across campus
– Overlay data as video texture
in virtual world
– Parse objects via several
mobile georeferenced video
feeds?

Ground Segmentation / Point Classification
• Point ID and ground surface
construction are strongly
related
• High LOD of ground could be
important for event
interpretation
– Example: Low outliers near
Ellison Hall

• Many processing techniques
– Several good canned
implementations
– But algorithm validation is
important
– Nearby cliffs make processing
UCSB lidar nontrivial

Progressive Morphological Filtering
•

Concept
– Generate minimum surface DEM
– Apply a series of opening operations with
increasing window size that remove
relative highs
– Opening is an erosion followed by a
dilation

•

Challenges
– Difficulty as window gets large enough to
remove buildings in highly differentiated
terrain
– Idea is simple, but details matter in
implementation

Figure 2 from Zhang et al. (2003) – Application of
progressive opening filter to a simulated lidar data
set.

Algorithm Sketch
•

Generate minimum surface on a grid
–
–
–
–

•
•

Remove relative lows (outliers)
Remove relative highs
–
–
–
–

•

Option: keep only last returns (we do not)
Snap lidar points
Choose lowest value for each cell
Fill cells without a value

Identify prospects: Image opening or extended regional maxima
Evaluate prospects: Edge evaluation
Remove and classify (e.g., ground, vegetation)
Fill extracted space with some other value

With remaining ground cells, interpolate new bare earth (BE / DTM) surface

The Simple Morphological Filter (SMRF)
is a very rudimentary implementation built to
establish a performance baseline.
• [DTM groundIDs] = smrf(x,y,z,maxWindow,slope,elevationThreshold)
– maxWindow
• Vector of increasing values up to the size of the largest feature to be
removed.
• Could be interactive (A series of binary comparisons, eye-exam style.)
– slope
• Value of largest common terrain slope
• Establishes elevation threshold for each step
– elevationThreshold
• Elevation difference from digital terrain model (DTM) that is still
identified as ground.
– Outputs are
• A gridded Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
• Binary vector of ground IDs.

• SMRF uses image inpainting to fill missing cells

A sample progression of SMRF

When windowSize = [0 1 2 5 10 15], slope = 15% and elevationThreshold = .5

Performance Metrics
International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) dataset
•
•

•

15 subsamples of 8 total lidar scans
Half urban, half rural

Type I Error
– Errors of omission / False Neg.
– Bare Earth (BE) as Object (OBJ)
– (Partial) removal of terrain
features.

•

Type II Error
– Errors of commission / False Pos.
– OBJ as BE
– A single error can be highly
disruptive on terrain generation

•

Total Error Rate
– Can hide Type II error

•

Cohen’s Kappa
– Rate of agreement between two
judges on nominal data,
controlling for chance.

How well does SMRF perform?
Filter

Total
Error (%)

Kappa
(%)

Axelsson
(1999)

4.8

84.2

Silvan-Cardenas
(2006)
Chen (2007)

74.8
7.2

Meng (2009)

SMRF performs well with generalized
parameters. When parameters are optimized, it
performs as well or better than any other
algorithm.

79.9

SMRFGEN

5.3

82.9

SMRFOPT

4.1

86.4

One Improvement to SMRF:
DTM to Ground ID Stage
•
•
•
•
•

•

Steeper slopes need a higher
threshold
Different threshold for each
pixel
dhT = p1 + p2 (slope)
Kappa improved to 98.14% from
94.54%.
Total error was reduced to
0.73% from 1.49%.
Both Type I and Type II error
rates were reduced.

Surface issues
• Level of detail LOD support is present in X3D
browsers & easily implemented for grids.
• Elevation grids are inefficient. Waste of bits on
relatively flat terrain.
– Example: South campus (1200 x 1500 meters) won’t
render as a ground surface in Instant Player

• LOD/TINs?
• X3D interface for object ID corrections?

Building and Vegetation
Extraction & ID
• Issues
– Quality of fitted polygons
– Number of surfaces
– Efficiency in storage

• Solutions
– Try newer methods of
object extraction
– Progressive filter removes
vegetation before buildings
– Data fusion

• Balance issues of better
modeling and automation

Fusion Approaches:
Campus Flora Project

Video Attached to Terrestrial Lidar
• High density scans
at 20 locations on
campus
• One group on
campus working on
overlaying video
onto these points.
• Memory
requirements?
• Feasibility for X3D?

Collaboration Environment
• Multi-user visualization
• Distributed Analysis
– Many analysts in separate spaces
– Networked desktops, ready resources

• Centralized Analysis
– Many analysis in a large single space
– Allosphere and other immersive environments

Virtual Reality: The Allosphere

Applications and Test Runs
• Lidar filter error visualization and correction
• In-scene video:
– Scene following in immersive 3D via moving textured video
(campus tour)
– Video texturing on ground

• Visualizing campus traffic gathered from camera network
– Overlay video on scene (video texturing)
– Cartographic representations of traffic

• Parsing dynamic geoObjects from video stream with
geolocated (x,y,z,h,p,r,R,G,B) sensors
– Dynamic sensors (e.g., Android phones)
– Important to have portals back to raw video stream

Summary
• Production of lidar and X3D tools for
Matlab
• Good lidar filtering is crucial for ground
and object reconstruction
• Challenge to create an analysis-driven
visualization that exploits the way we can
think of scenes as both objects and
environments.
– Sensitivity to when & why 3D VR is effective.
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